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EQ: How do I identify important features on a map of the U.S.?
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SMART Notebook




Location, Location, Location!

Do you know where you  are?







Where are you?

		How would you answer the question- “Where do you live?”

		Earth?

		North America?

		The United States?

		Georgia?

		Duluth?

		North of Florida?

		South of South Carolina?

		East of Alabama?

		West of the Atlantic Ocean?

		Northeast of Atlanta, Ga.?









Location

		Absolute Location- The exact location of a place



		Relative Location- The position of one place compared to other places.













Our World







Our Continent-North America







Our Country- The United States







The U.S is divided into 5 regions

		Northeast

		Southeast

		Midwest

		Southwest 

		West

		Region map-Page 16:17



-What skills do we need to locate these regions?







Latitude

		Latitude:



Lines of latitude run east and west

Measured in degrees north and south of the equator

The equator is measured 0 degrees

If a latitude line is north of the equator it is marked N  for north.

If a latitude line is south of the equator it is marked S for south.











Longitude

		Longitude:



Lines of longitude run north and south

Measured in degrees east and west of the Prime Meridian

The Prime Meridian is measured 0 degrees

If a longitude line is west of the Prime Meridian  it is marked W for west.

If a longitude line is east  of the Prime Meridian it is marked E for east.







Let’s Practice

Look at the map on page 21 in your Social Studies book.



Find the location:

1.Which state capital is nearest to 40* N, 75*W?

2. Which state capital is nearest to 30*N, 85*?

3. What is the location of Denver, Colorado? 







Vocabulary Review:





		Region

		Contiguous

		Relative location

		Continent

		Latitude

		Longitude

		Equator

		Prime Meridian

		Absolute Location

		









What did you learn today?

 

Share with an elbow partner! (5 inch voice)



Share with the class.



(Don’t forget to tell your parents!)
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